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H1MUN0L0GIC ASPECTS IN CANCEir '11ff8A'I'l·IENT BY rncnm!AVE HY1.2ERTHERl'HA 

J\b1::,tract 

Whole-body and local microwave hyperthermia as applied in 
cancer treatment chances reactivity of the cell-mediated immunity, 
although the mechanisms of the phenomenon are still virtually 
unknown. Still more, the reaction of macrophages and lymphocytes 
differs siGnificantly at 39-41°C /stimulation/ and at 42-44°C 
/inhibition/. Thus, the reaction of cell-• ediated immunity to 
whole-body henting or local hyperthermia of tumorous tissues 
in vivo may differ sifnificantly. 

The following subjects will be presented and discussed: 

I. Whole-bodv microwave /2450 MHz/ hyperthcrmia in mice 
' ,I O ,. . 

/rectal temperature 41 C/: • 
1. Damage to cell membranes /inhibition of potassium 

transport and increased membrane permeability :for la.belled com
pounds/ in different subpopulations of lymphocytes /splenic,

0 l~rm31h-node -?.ncl thymic/ and in macropha,r-;es hea-ted to 40 or 43 C; 
2. Increased intracellular level of cyclic AMP in heated 

lymphocytes; 
J. Inhibition of lymphocyte reaction to non-specific mi

tocens after repeated sessions of microwave hyperthermia, 

II. Local microwave hyperthermia of tumorous tissues /43°c/: 
1. RegreGsion of Guerin carcinoma in rats after local 

hyperthermia and enhancement of the tumor-inhibiting effect by 
bacterial i~mutiostimulators /Propionibacteriae/; 

2. Stimulation of cell-mediated immunity in vivo /in
creased reaction of spleen lymphocytes to non-specific mitogens, 
increased cytotoxicity of ~pleen lymphocytes for 51-Cr-labelled 
primary culture tumor cells/; 

1 

J. Increased anti~enicity of hiatcd tumor cells as mea
sur8d hy cancer lun~ colony a • say in healthy animals. 
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.Summarv 

Microwave hyperthermia leads to inhibition of tumor growth 
both after whole-body or local heating 6f tumorous tissues, alth
ough it was proved that the mechanism of tumor inhibition differ 
in both cases significantly. 

Thermotolerance of mammalian cells limits the whole-body 
hypertherm!a to a value of about 42°c, while hie;her.temperatu
res /43-44 C/ may be used only for local heating of selected 
parts of the body. 

It was demonstrated that cell temperature elevation to 39-
410c results in stimulation of glycolysis, oxygen consumption, 
protein synthesis and proliferation. On the other side, tempera
ture 42-44°C leads to quick inhibition of cell metabolism, incre
ased membrane permeability and finally to cell death. In this 
ranc;c of te1r11,cretnre the r;irnificantJ.y hir;her 5cnsi tivity of can
cer cells a.s comared to normal cells ,1as found. It is believed 
that cells involved in immune reactions /lymphocytes and macro
phages/ are extremely sensitive to increased temperatures both 
in the stimulatory /J9-41°C/ and inhibitory /~2-44°C/ range •. 

It was demonstrated recently that thermal death of cancer 
cells cannot exclusively account for ihe inhibitory effect of· 
microwave hypBrthermia on tumor growth and some other mechanisms 
must be involved. It is believed tha~ reactions of the immune 
system play an important role in this phenomenon. 

The present paper will present the summary of the results 
obtained in our laboratory from 1975 to ~978 and discussion in 
view of the most recent literature: 

I. ~hole-body hyperthermia. 
The majority of information about the influence of the 

whole-body hyperthermia upon irnmunolo~ical status comes from 
experiments performed on tumor-bearing animals or patients 
with advanced neoplastic process. The existance of the tumor 
in the body chan~es the balance of the immune system towards 
its suppression. As the present concepts on mechanisms invol
ved in this immunosuppression are not uniform, the results of 
experiments on the influence of hyperthermia on the immurte sta
tus of tumor-beariric animals must be vie~ed with caution. All 

. things considered, we wanted to evaluate the effects of hyper
thermia on healthy organismsr immune responses and on immune 
cells from healthy donors. Some membrane properties of lympho
cytes, thymocytes and macrophages exposed to moderate and inten
sive hyperthermia v.1ere exa.mined. \'le found pronounced differences 
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in sensitivity of these cells to elevated temperatures. Moreover~ 
we obseried different sensitivity of different lymphocyte subpo
pulations /splenic, lymph-node and thymic/. Results indicated _also 
the increased 1wrme,c,lliJ.:i. ty of ccJJ. ll!embranes to ions and elevation 
of cy6lic AMP level during and after exposition to hyperthermia. 
This would explain the findings of other authors postulaiing 
changes in lymphocyte membranes on the basis of indirect obser
vations. 

The inhibitory effect of hyperthermia on lymphocytes' and,ma
crophages' function~, £Uch as transformation induced by T- and B~ 
mitogens and phagocytosis of labelled bacteria, will he presented. 
It is worth to mention that some of these functions can be mar
kedly enhanced by moderate hyperthermia. Nevertheless, antineo
plastic activity of microwave treatment is not diminished by 
the observed immunosuppressive side effects. On the other hand 1 

we fciund that hyperthermia treatment of healthy animals signifi
cantly decrease their natural resistance to cancer. This obs~rva
tion may be of particular value in view of the possibility of 
applications of whole-body hyperthermia treatments in fields 
other than cancer therapyo 

II. Local microwave hyperthermia. 
Despite the well known cell-inhibiting effects of local hy

perthermia there exists evidence that cancer cells e:;~posed to 
elevated temperatures in vitro increase their antigenicity in 
vivo •. The tumor-inhibiting effect of local hyperthermia may be 
significantly enhanced by combination with substances stimula
tinf ceJl-mediated immunity and n6n-specific cytotoxicity of 
macrophages and lymphocytes for neoplastic cells /e.g. bacterial 
toxins ahd products such as Streptolysin S, Corynebacterium pa
rvum, interferon ~nd interfefon-indricers/. More attention should 
be paid to the reaction of cell-mediated immunity to local hyper
thermia of tumors. 

MonitorinG of the immune sy~tem in tumor-bearing animals 
revealed stimulation of both specific and non-specific immune 
mechanisms by local microwave hypcrthermia of tumorous tissue. 
Local hyperthermia, at least in some systems, acts at the same 
time as cancer-cell killer and immunopotentiator. The mechanism 
of the stimulation and its role in the iqhibition of cancer 
cell gro~th remains an bpen question.-
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